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The ICT4Water Cluster

30 EU projects 
300 Organizations 
Ten (10)
Collaborative EU
project
Ten (10)
Collaborative EU
projects

Five (5) Coordination
and Support Actions

For the past five years the European Commission
(chiefly DG Connect) has been continuously funding
several Research and Innovation Projects, related to
ICT technologies applied to the water domain.
The ICT4WATER cluster is a hub for innovative activities
contributing to strategic views, organizing and
participating at major exhibitions and scientific events,
and disseminating results through major channels.

Five (5)
Collaborative
EU projects
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H2020 and FP9

Stakeholders






Cities & Regions
Industry
Research
Associations
etc. …

Innovation,
Implementation &
replication with EU
funding

ICT4Water
cluster in EU
Context

Initiatives






Video
Discussion Platform
Website
Roadmap
Action Plan

Water Directive
Implementation
Legislation
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Outcomes

Roadmap 2015
Focused on Water
Management
Technological, social and
organizational challenges:

Roadmap 2016
Focused in Water Management
Main Gaps and Challenges to be
addressed:

- Cost/Benefit analysis of ICT

- Big Data

- Synergies across sectors

- Data infrastructures

- Data sharing

- Link with Smart Cities

- interoperability

- Nexus, Water–Food-Energy

- Standardization

- Standardization

- Indicators

- Lack of reliable field trials
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Further Action
Wider approach, Water
Management, Treatment, Reuse,
Circular Economy, every field
where ICT can contribute
Creation of a borderless Digital
single market for water
services should be reinforced by
creation of multi-stakeholders
platform that should Foster
standardization and reliable
field trials

Evolution

Strategic
Action Plan
for Digital
Water
Growing
the
community
300 Partners
in 30 Projects
Gap and
challenges
analysis
Fragmented
Water market
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Smart water
ecosystems
for replicable
high impact
solutions

As follow up to the ICT4Water cluster's roadmap, the Action Plan to
suggest the creation of a Digital Single Market for water services
is under development, and will be presented for discussion among all
attendees.
This initiative goal is to contribute in fostering a Connected Digital Single Market by promoting

energy efficient smart ICT technologies in the water sector.
The action plan will identify the gaps and propose actions relating to R&D and possible
regulation in the area of ICT and water; it will enhance emerging water issues (current and

future trends) in terms of data management, interoperability and standardization
including synergies between the proposed solutions and with other related sectors (e.g. circular
economy, water rehuse, transport, energy, agriculture and smart cities).
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Scope
Digitalization

Water management

Big Data

Waste Water Systems

IoT

Water Recovery

Standardization

Circular Economy

Interoperability

Nexus

Data Science (AI & ML)

Smart City

Smartness

Smart Agriculture

…

…
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Objectives
Ensure data
protection,
privacy,
network
access,
confidentiality
and integrity

Link with the
existing
legislation.

Ensure
interoperability
and data
sharing

Promote water
data
management
methodologies

Digital
Water

Foster the
harmonization

Provide
options of high
level water
data
architectures
(Big Data)

Digital
Water

Enable digital
water in Smart
Cities and
Smart Grids.

Draft
investment
strategies

Push for Water
Standards.

Boost the R&D
and
deployment of
innovative
solutions
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Integration of
ICT solutions
and systems
(IoT)

Foster new
Digital
Services

Structure

II. Digital Water
Enablers

Interoperability

Big Data

IoT & CPS

Data Analytics

Supply & Distribution (e.g.)

Action Plan

Action Plan

I. Introduction

Waste Water Treatment &
Rehuse (e.g.)

IV. Business
and
Governance

Digital Water Services

Urban

Smart Strategy

Industry

Procurements

Rural

Stakeholder

V. Actions
(Table)

5 Years View

Recommendations

III. Domains Scope
Instruments

Nexus (e.g.)

Circular Economy (e.g.)
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Introduction

The value
of Data

Both private and public entities can better understand the value of water if they
maximize the potential of internal and external data to deliver insights to drive their
decisions.
These insights then need to activate the ecosystem of stakeholders committed to
addressing water quantity and quality issues to drive economic and business
growth and social well-being. Simply put, better data for smart water strategies
coupled with collective/aligned action to manage water risks and drive economic
and business growth.

The Value
of Water

• A flood of data…
• It is not just about the data – it is about the quality of decisions
• Better profit of opportunities that data-driven insights can bring to the water
industry
• The water sector is only starting to discover the potential that data-driven
insights can offer.
• Data-driven business intelligence has the potential to radically transform the way
water and water infrastructure is understood, managed and used.
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Needs
Guarantee water

Highly detailed water consumption data.

Intelligent control of water flow

Efficient and scalable data services

Risk-minimization for assets in the water infrastructure.

Evolve Water Demand Management

Energy efficiency

Improve pricing strategies

Legacy adaptation & Infrastructures obsolescence

Data sharing, Interoperability and Standardization

Improve work force, asset and operational management

Data privacy and security (CIP)

Low-cost water monitoring solutions

Digital change management

Timely inform consumers for their water consumption

Low cost and reliable sensors/transducers

Sustainable behavioral changes (all actors)

Reduce water-wastewater sensors maintenance

Synergies across sectors

Include real time monitoring in policies

Real-time

Advance in self and remote sensors capabilities

…

…
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Challenges
The ICT challenge
Connected
Objects
• Embedded
Systems
• Smart Water
Sensors

Networks

Analytics

• Wireless networks

• Big Data adoption

• 5G Networks

• Knowledge-driven
approaches

• Gateways

• Smart Pumps &
valves

Platforms

Application

• Water Device
Management

• Intelligent
control of the
water flow

• Cloud Platforms
integral water
management
• Risk Minimization
tool

• Virtual Water
Objects

Water Standards and Data Harmonization schemes
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• Water
consumers
analytics
• Energy Efficiency
and nexus

Digital Water Enablers
 Free flow of non-personal data is a pre-requisite for a competitive
data economy within the Digital Single Market.

II. Digital Water Enablers

Interoperability

IoT & CPS

Big Data

Data Analytics

Cybersecurity

…

/VR/AR/Wearables/Drones

JMS

CoAP

 IoT - CPS merges physical and virtual worlds, creating smart
environments bringing together people, infrastructures and data to
solve problems in a faster and more predictive way.
 BIG Data, Join Various Data Sources - Streamlined data
management – device agnostic data aggregation

 Data analytics is more than just collecting, managing and analyzing
data. It is really about improving the quality and speed of decisionmaking throughout the organization.
 Digital ecosystems can only function efficiently if all parties involved
can trust in the security of their data and communication, as well as
the protection of their intellectual property
 In terms of water technology trends, there is a clear shift to making
existing technologies, cheaper and more efficient.
 …
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Domain Scope
Sensor Systems

III. Domains Scope

Supply & Distribution
(e.g.)

Waste Water
Treatment - Rehuse
(e.g.)

Monitoring and Control
Systems

Nexus (e.g.)

Network and
Communications

Circular Economy
(e.g.)

Operations & Business
Systems

???

Industry 4.0 paradigms can be applied to water
infrastructures for increase process efficiency,
flexibility and robustness.

Full Integrated
Management
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Digitalizing the circular economy – nutrient and
energy recovery and water recycling.

IV. Business and Governance

Bussines and Governance
Digital Water Services

Urban

Smart Strategy

Industry

Pricing

Rural

New Open and Collaborative Paradigm
Assurance of
Water Directives

Reduction of
stakeholders
fragmentation

Real-Time DSS
and
Recommender
systems to better
understand
governance
decisions and
monitor water
directives.

Citizen Science,
Social Applications
and Serious
Games to activate
collaboration and
engage users on
the value of
water.

Semantic Interoperability and Data Standarization (Open Data) to enabling
participatory environments and reduce administrative burdens.

Policies

Establish mechanism to
ensure water directives at
different administrative
levels (municipal,
regional, country and
European)

???
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Engage stakeholders for
improving decisionmaking, increase
awareness about the risk
and value of water and
handling conflicts.

Mechanisms and
strategies to water
management to match
the supply with the
demand.

Actions
No.

Activity
Development of semantics tools to

1

Challenges Addresses

Actors

To ensure the specifications for interoperability and data sharing across
services (water, energy, etc.) and their infrastructures.

properly contextualize the business

…

Short-Term

Medium-Term

Long-Term

(1-2years)

(3-5years)

(>5 years)

…

x

processes in the water domain
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Development of cross-domains data
sharing (Water-Energy Nexus)
Development and support for pilot

3

To develop and provide Open Data interfaces and establishing Open Data
policies so as to facilitate the data flow between different system domain

x

bodies and end-users)
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develop benchmarking framework and assessment methodology
Provide benchmarking tool available to the water sector

5

6

x

x

x

To identify and develop interface standards essential for the integration of
systems

cities and communities
Development of Open Data initiative for

x

To identify key performance metrics and indicators for SWG in order to

benchmarking
Development of systems standards for

x

promote adoption of SWM
To raise awareness in SWM among the stakeholders (utilities, governing

Development of performance

x

To establish best practices and guidelines on SWM implementation so as to

projects

x

x

x

x

To promote and accelerate the development on standards and ontologies on
data

free flow and easy access of data
To facilitate the integration of different systems
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Provide review analysis and guidelines

To promote the established standards and best practices obtained from the

for the ICT solutions and systems in

maintenance.

SWG

pilot projects and their relevant experiences and research on operating and
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Instruments

x

Actions
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Actions

 Better access for consumers
and businesses to online
goods and services
 Creating the right conditions
for digital networks and
services to flourish
 Maximizing the growth
potential of our European
Digital Economy – this
requires investment in ICT
infrastructures and
technologies such as Cloud
computing and Big Data, and
research and innovation to
boost industrial
competiveness as well as
better public services,
inclusiveness and skills.
 An inclusive e-society
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Contributions and two way
benefits

Smart Cities –
Grids

Water 1a -1b
H2020 4a

Information collection,
previous work, directives,
roadmaps, other action plans,
Strategic Innovation and
Research Agendas…

•

Iterative process with key
experts (funded projects…),
regularly contacts (once a
month)

•

Integrated efforts, linked to
other planning and execution
processes (circular economy,
nexus, etc.) and relevant
associations

FP7

IoT

Action
Plan

Big data

•

ICT4Water

WssTP

Directives

Circular
Economy

EIP Water
Water Reuse

Nexus
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Conclusion
This action plan intends to set out a concrete and ambitious strategy to support the transition
towards a digital single market for water services. A continued, broader commitment from EC,
EASME, Associations and all stakeholders concerned will also be necessary. The ICT4Water
invites the Digital Water community to endorse this action plan and to actively promote its
implementation, in close cooperation with all relevant stakeholders.

Companies that adopt water stewardship strategies should be able to anticipate, manage and
mitigate a number of risks such as increasing water costs, changing regulatory landscape or
disruption of physical supplies. A Digital Single Market for Water Services is the 21st century
opportunity in valuing water.
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Questions? Contributions…
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